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Thank you for your Fridge Fixer purchase. You are receiving a “2118” Fridge Fixer specifically designed to fit
your Norcold 2118 refrigerator.
Since this is a brand-new design, we do not have specific instructions for this exact installation at this time. The
closest set of instructions is for our “Original” design. Yours will install in the same manner, with a few exceptions:
www.recubed.solutions/gen2original (https://tinyurl.com/rsg2orig)
•

•
•

•

Your Door Block will not look the same or operate as pictured in the instructions. To engage your Door
Block, insert it into the large gap on the front of your refrigerator, to the right of the Platform assembly,
and slide to the left. You do not need to move the release gate to engage the block with the platform. To
release the block, insert your finger into the hole on the left side of the block and lift the release gate, and
then slide the block to the right.
When properly installed, the Door Block will fit totally within the gap on the front of the Fridge. The Block
will align with the Platform just by having the block fully inserted in the gap.
Since your refrigerator is a Top-Freezer, the Fridge Fixer Frame will install between the existing door
hinge bolt, and it’s corresponding threaded hole on the opposite side of the refrigerator (where the door
hinge would be located if the doors were to be reversed). You will need to obtain another door hinge bolt
from your local hardware store – Please check to see if the bolt is long enough to accommodate the
additional 1/8” thickness of the Fridge Fixer Frame – you may need slightly longer bolts.
There is a nylon spacer included in your shipment. Please use this spacer on the side of the Fridge Fixer
Frame that is not attached to the Door Hinge. Install between the Fridge Fixer Frame and the refrigerator.
This spacer will alleviate excess strain on the frame, and allow the Fridge Fixer to fit evenly across your
refrigerator.

I apologize for not having a dedicated set of instructions for this design. We are currently redoing all the
installation instructions and will have this situation rectified soon. Please contact us if you have any questions!
We greatly appreciate your willingness to try the Fridge Fixer and would appreciate any feedback on our design
and how well it has worked for you.
You can leave feedback on Amazon and/or at:
https://www.recubed.solutions/talk-to-us
There’s lots of additional information on our website at https:\\Recubed.Solutions and we have a Facebook page
at Fb.com/FridgeFixer You can also contact us at: orders@recubed.solutions We would greatly appreciate any
positive posts sharing your experience to any RV-related group! If your experience is less than satisfactory,
please contact us directly so that we may rectify the situation.
Please contact us if you have any questions or issues.
Thanks again for your support!
Carl
Reimagine Rethink Reinvent LLC
orders@recubed.solutions
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